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Abstract: Big data processing has become more important recently. Various data I/O processing acceleration technologies have
been developed for it, for example, many-core CPUs, large capacity memory, flash storage, and parallel processing. However, the
current OS is designed to run various applications on commodity hardware, and the OS can be a bottleneck in big data
processing. Therefore, in big data processing on high performance hardware, an SQL bottleneck analysis needs to drill down into
the OS layer to confirm which is the cause of bottleneck, the SQL or the OS. This paper proposes an OS integrated trace tool
which analyzes OS functions related to the behavior of SQL data processing. The results of the experiments show that it can
extract the kernel functions from SQL and the OS trace within a practical time.
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1. Introduction
Recent improvements in computing hardware have made it
possible to handle a large amount of data. A server has over a
hundred of cores because the frequency of its single processor
has peaked. The capacity of the memory can be increased by
lamination. Storage has a performance of more than a million
inputs/outputs per second (IOPS), such as the non-volatile
memory express (NVMe) solid state drive (SSD). The I/O
interface has been changed from serial attached small computer
system interface (SAS) / serial advanced technology attachment
(SATA) to peripheral component interconnect-express (PCIe)
for SSDs that process with low latency.
Middleware (M/W) has also been changed along with
hardware improvement. Many-core servers can handle parallel
processing and reduce the processing time. Capacity
enlargement and cost reduction of memory enable in-memory
DBs that do not depend on disk I/O. For example, Oracle and
SAP have multiple types of DB processing such as relational DB
(RDB), columnar DB, and in-memory DB. They also support
multi-tenant features and handle mixed workloads on a DB
server with one OS.
In such hardware advances, big data processing becomes
more important. It makes it possible to use new resources that
are created by human activity and the Internet of Things in
addition to a conventional enterprise system, and it is expected
that it will be able to analyze massive data and create new value
for social and /or enterprises.
In such a background, the OS can be bottleneck in order to
maximize hardware performance. The OS is designed to run
various applications; therefore, it cannot always process all
applications optimally. Moreover, usually, the OS has been
updated after new hardware has been developed, and it is not
used up to its maximum performance. For example, a block
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layer of Linux is designed so that it handles a few thousand
IOPS, but recent storage devices have high I/O performances of
over a million IOPS. The OS as the execution platform needs to
maintain the required performance by eliminating its I/O
bottleneck. To that end, we need to understand the behavior of
applications, M/W and OSs. We propose an OS integrated tracer
that analyzes the OS bottleneck point rapidly from application
behavior to improve transaction-optimized OS for high I/O
processing applications. It organizes the SQL trace log and OS
trace log considering their correlation and extracts their
bottleneck points. We experiment with extraction of OS kernel
functions related to the bottleneck SQL of TPC-C and TPC-H by
using our tracer and determine whether this can be done in a
practical amount of time.

2. Issues
The purpose of this paper is to optimize OS behavior for big
data processing on high performance hardware. With regards to
this point, the following researches are referred to.
2.1 Analysis using Trace
Trace technologies are widely used to grasp the system
situation. Linux provides various tracing systems [1, 2] for
performance analysis and fault analysis of the OS kernel. They
record processes, events, functions, and process times in the
kernel land. Kobayashi [3] analyzes scheduling latency using
ftrace [2] as an example of kernel trace. M/W also provides
tracing features [4, 5] for hardware configuration or application
improvement. They record snapshots of transaction data, for
example, DBMS records processes of SQL and hardware usage
such as CPU process times, number of disk I/O, and disk I/O
process times per SQL statement. They are used to configure
hardware for DBMS, for example, to grasp reinforcing resources
[6].
2.2 Issues
Each component of the IT system such as OS, DBMS, and the
application has tracing features. However, bottleneck analysis of
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the system requires many hands because they are closed within
each layer. It is hard to link their trace data, which are huge and
in different formats. For example, SQL trace data logged by
DBMS contains several thousands of files. Bottleneck SQL data
provided by DBMS does not have time data because it is
statistic data; therefore, we do not know which SQL is really a
bottleneck. The OS kernel function trace also has a huge amount
of data.
Conventional bottleneck analysis is as follows.

(a)

(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

Calculate statistical information per kernel
function from OS trace log while the application
is running.
Select some candidate tuning functions.
Tune one of the candidates and re-execute the
application.
Examine bottleneck SQLs from DBMS trace log.
When it does not work, repeat (b) and (c).

the data of ftrace is very huge and will be a burden. Therefore, it
gets the current DB processes periodically and writes them into
the DB process list, which contains the process id and process
name (2). Then, it creates the DB process filter, which has the
process id from the list (3), and decides which data is written
into the log file (4) by the filter. In the SQL trace, the SQL trace
tool collects SQL trace data into multiple SQL trace files per DB
process (6).
In the bottleneck point extraction phase, it runs automatically
by one user operation. At first, it shapes SQL trace logs to get
SQL. This takes the maximum process time (7) and sorts SQLs
by process time per SQL trace file. Next, it extracts bottleneck
SQL for the maximum process time of all of the SQLs that are
on top of each file (8). Then, it corrects the process time of the
ftrace log (5) and bottleneck SQL data (9) and collates them by
process id and process time.

If it does not work at one analysis, (c) and (d) are repeated
and it takes more than a few hours. Therefore, measures that can
extract a bottleneck easily and reduce the analysis cycle time are
needed.

3. Proposal of OS Integrated Tracer
3.1 Overview of OS Integrated Tracer
With the goal of bottleneck analysis facilitation, our proposed
method extracts OS kernel functions related to bottleneck SQL
on DB applications by associating SQL trace logs with the
kernel trace log. The procedure is as follows (as shown in Fig.
1):
1. OS kernel trace
Monitor and collect kernel functions related to DBMS
processes only in accordance with the naming rules of
DBMS, and adjust the time of trace data.
2. DBMS trace
Create a set of tables, <process_id, session_id, SQL_id,
processing_time> by each SQL statement from all of the
SQL trace files provided by DBMS, get the SQL statement
that takes the longest process time. Then, calculate
<process_id, adjusted process time> of the extracted SQL.
3. OS kernel function extraction
Extract kernel functions from kernel trace log on the basis of
<process_id, adjusted process time>.
3.2 Flow of OS Integrated Tracer
We have implemented a prototype of the proposed method as
shown in Fig. 2. It consists of two phases: trace data collection
and bottleneck point extraction.
In the trace data collection phase, it uses the ftrace provided by
OS, which is shown as (4) in Fig. 1, and the SQL trace tool
provided by DBMS, which is shown as (6) in Fig. 1. During
application runs, the ftrace and SQL trace tool collect data on
each behavior and write this into log files. They start with user
operation (1) and (6). In the OS trace, data written into the ftrace
log file is only regarding DB processes by filtering because all
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Fig. 1. Overview of OS integrated tracer

Fig. 2. Flow of OS integrated tracer

4. Experimental Evaluation
4.1 Experimental Evaluation
To evaluate our tracer, we experiment with bottleneck
analysis of TPC-C and TPC-H. Table 1 and Table 2 show the
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experimental environment. A DBMS server assigns 60 virtual
CPU cores with NVMe SSD. Clients require TPC-C transactions
or TPC-H analysis using a benchmark tool [7].
Table 1. Evaluation platform specifications
Specifications
CPU
Memory
Storage
OS
Software

DBMS server
Intel Xeon E7-4890,
2.80 GHz
256 GB
NVMe PCIe SSD
100GB
CentOS 7, kernel
version 3.10.0-123
Oracle DB 12c

Client
AtomD525,
1.8 GHz
32 GB
HDD
CentOS 6.5
TPC-C, TPC-H

Table 2. Environmental parameter
DB size
CPU cores as DB
Number of users

TPC-C
30GB
60 virtual cores
600 useres from
200 users per client

TPC-H
45 GB
60 virtual cores
60 users from one
client

2. TPC-H
60 users require TPC-H analysis for 15 minutes. The
benchmark tool requires five types of transactions: sales
rollup by month and channel, sales cube by month and
channel, sales moving average, top sales by quarter, and sales
per quarter by country. As well as the TPC-C, it has a similar
profile to the TPC-H standard transactions, and the
transaction’s ratio is 1 : 1 : 1 : 1 : 1 in this experiment.

Unlike TPC-C, I/O wait hardly ever occurs except
when the benchmark starts and the system load is one
third or less of the user one because the memory is
enough to load all of the data, and its workload type is
read-intensive; therefore, it becomes CPU intensive.
The extracted SQL that took the longest processing
time is to get customer information ranked within a
quarter, and in the kernel mode, the following
processes are frequently done.
(1)

NUMA page migration processes are called with
context switching. They are repeated page assignments
and faults, and when it cannot allocate memory, core
migration occurs. In this experiment, NUMA page
migration processes are always repeated 33 times,
which takes 1872 us.

(2)

TLB
flush
kernel
function
change_protection_range() is called with context
switching. Its processing time is short, but the
cost increase caused by increasing TLB misses
can be a problem rather than the processing time.

4.2 Experimental Results
1. TPC-C
There are a total of 600 users from three clients requiring
TPC-C transactions for 15 minutes. The benchmark tool
issues five types of transactions: customer registration,
browse products, order products, process orders, and browse
orders. It has a similar profile to the TPC-C standard
transactions: new order, payment, order status, delivery, and
stock level. It can manage their transaction’s ratio. In this
experiment, the ratio is 1 : 2 : 2 : 1 : 1.
In this case, less than 50% CPU usage is an I/O wait, and
the system load is higher than the user one because various
lock wait events occur by DBMS, such as DB buffer cache
wait, lock contention, index block contention, etc. The system
load is higher than the user one; therefore, it could be
effective to tune kernel functions or parameters.
The extracted SQL that took the longest processing time is
the INSERT statement of order products. In the kernel mode,
the following processes are frequently done.
(1)

find_busiest_group() is called 120 times, which is the
number of cores, and its processing time is 2309 us. It
is about 30% of all of the kernel processing time of the
SQL. It checks the load of cores to decide whether core
migration is necessary.

(2)

After the core migration, the NUMA page migration
processes are called. They are repeated page
assignments and faults, and when enough memory
cannot be allocated, core migration occurs. In this
experiment, there are four NUMA page migration
processes, which takes 711 us.
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5. Discussions
5.1 Effect of our tracer
Our tracer runs automatically after collecting trace logs,
therefore it can reduce man-hours.
As described in Section 2.2, the conventional method takes
time. In our experiment, the estimated time is 1 hour 22 minutes
for one execution. If it does not work in one execution, e.g. if
there are 5 candidates, it takes more than 5 hours. By contrast,
our tracer takes 17 minutes 12 seconds including application
execution time because it can process b), c), and d) at once. It
not only reduces bottleneck extraction time, but also extracts the
bottleneck point associated with SQL with kernel processing.
Table 3. Generated data of TPC-C
Application execution time
15 min.
OS ftrace file size
700 MB
Number of SQL trace files
13289
Totaling SQL trace file size
29 GB
Number of SQLs
362266
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#

a
b
c
d

Table 4. Reduction in analysis time
Procedure
Processing time
Conventional trace OS integrated
trace
Execute application 15 min.
15 min.
1
Select bottlenek
10 sec.
kernel functions
Re-execute
15 min.
application
Search bottleneck
1sec.2 × 3108SQLs 2 min. 12 sec.
SQL from all of
= 51 min. 48 sec.
SQLs

1. Memory management
Oracle and SAP provide customized Linux with memory
management for their DBMS[5, 8, 9]. They control memory
parameters for high performance devices.
2. Lock control
For low latency I/O devices such as next-generation NVMs,
polling for completion method takes less overhead than
interrupt driven [10]. In some researches [11, 12, 13, 14, 15],
on a large-scale NUMA system, spinlock is the cause of
cache line contention, especially whenever the number of
sockets or cores increases, and the performance decreases
remarkably.
3. Context switch control
[16] reports an improvement of load-balancing feature on
multi-core embedded systems. It proposes a task migration
method with a load-balancing operation zone by CPU usage
and decides whether tasks on each zone can be migrated.
[17, 18, 19] ’s methods are that I/O processing on kernel land
is offloaded to user land. They reduce kernel processing
time by skipping I/O scheduling and context switching
because applications can access virtual I/O devices directly.
[20] proposes that user programs run on kernel land. It forks
child processes on the kernel land, therefore context
switching does not occur.
4. Multi-queue block layer improvement
[21] reports on design of an I/O mechanism to allocate a
multi-stage queue in the block layer for improved scalability
of the layer. The multi-stage queue is assigned to every CPU
core or every socket, and it consists of a software staging
queue that processes staging and scheduling as the usual OS
and a hardware dispatch queue that processes the ordering
guarantee between the software staging queue and
multi-queued driver.

5.2 Improvement of bottleneck point
In the TPC-C, lots of transactions are issued and each
transaction is done in a relatively short time; therefore, many
I/O operations wait to be executed because there is a high
probability that the OS will judge that CPUs are idle, and as a
result, the core load balancing process occurs frequently. It
seems that core migration results in much kernel processing
time being required.
In the TPC-H, as shown in 4.2, the load in the user land is
higher than in the system land; therefore, modification of SQLs
seems to be more effective than kernel tuning. However, OS
trace log shows some kernel functions are called frequently and
repeatedly. Especially, NUMA page migration processes take
about 80% of all of the kernel processing time. These processes
also occur in the TPC-C, and we think that it is useful to
configure parameters of these memory management processes
with migration.
In both of TPC-C and TPC-H, migration process result in
taking much time. Examples of improvement in the OS behavior
by kernel parameter tuning related to migration processes are as
follows.

7. Conclusions

1. Core migration
The trigger function is find_busiest_group(), and it is issued
with the number of cores when the kernel decides the CPU is
idle.
In
TPC-C,
the
tuning
parameter
sched_migration_cost_ns reduces the checking of the CPU
load frequency by 20%.
2. NUMA page migration
One of the trigger functions is task_numa_work() and
memory management functions such as getting an accessible
virtual address, checking the page assigned, getting page
allocation, TLB flush, etc. are called. In TPC-H, the tuning
parameter sched_latency_ns reduces the context switching
frequency by 10% and the NUMA page migration
processing time related to NUMA page migration by 20%.

We developed an OS integrated tracer for application
bottleneck analysis to widen the range of the OS layer. The
tracer extracts kernel functions related to bottleneck SQL by
organizing the correlation between them easily. The tracer
reduces OS kernel function extraction time, and thus we expect
that users can optimize OS behavior related to application
workloads within a practical time. It can help to make system
tuning easy and speedy. The tracer will be enhanced for various
DBMS and various types of hardware, for example, by plug-in
configuration data such as process naming rules, trace file
creating methods, hardware architecture, and requesting data to
be collected. It can also be a plug in for trace tools and analysis
engines. Moreover, it is useful to create the tuning list of the OS
parameters and that of the DBMS for bottleneck points.
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